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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the past twenty years the beam qualities of the modern Electron 
Accelerators have allowed us to undertake a systematic study of the electromagnetic 
properties cf nuclei. 

The measurements of elastic and inelastic form factors at high momentum trans
fer l has made possible the accurate determination of the charge and magnetization 
densities and has led to a good knowledge of the shape of the. nuclei. The analysis of 
quasi elastic electron scattering (when the outgoing electron is detected in coinci
dence with the struck nucléon) has made possible the straightforward study of the 
shell structure of the nuclei 2. The analysis 3 of total photo-absorption cross sec
tions "* and of deep inelastic electron scattering cross section 5" 6 has clearly con
firmed that, to a good approximation nuclei are made of nucléons embedded in a mean 
effective potential. All these results have led to strong constraints on the self-
consistent mean field description of nuclei, and it 1s fair to say that the one-body 

. properties of nuclei are now well under control. However we are still faced with two 
open questions. 

On the one hand, the increase of the momentum transferred to the nucleus allowed 
us to probe its spatial structure over distances comparable or smaller than the nu
cléon size, where short range correlations between two or several nucléons are impor
tant. We must admit that they are badly known, and the first goal of modern Muclear 
Physics 1s to accuratly determine them. 

On the other iand, Nuclear Physics has now evolved from the study of the many 
nucléon problem to the study of the interplay of the degrees of freedom of such a 
complex system and the internal degrees of freedom of its hadronic constituents. For 
instance, when the available energy Is increasing the nucléon can be deformed and its 
first excited state, the A, C3n be created Inside the nucleus in the vicinity of 
another nucléon. Its subsequent propagation 1s the only way to determine the M-A 
Interaction of which the knowledge is as important as the Knowledge of the M-M inter
action 7" 8. The second goal of modern Muclear Physics Is therefore to use the nucleus 
as a laboratory, in order to study the internal structure of hadrons 1n an 
environment which cannot be achieved in the scattering of free nucléons. 
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These two topics will be the axes of the research program at the new electron 
accelerator which we are proposing at Saclay. This proposal consists to increase the 
energy of the present linear accelerator form 720 MeV to 1.7 GeV at the expense of 
its duty factor, and to add a stretcher ring in order to achieve a duty factor close 
to unity. The beam intensity will be of the order of 100 ^A. The ring is designed in 
such a way as to leave open the possibility to increasing the energy of the linac up 
to 3.3 GeV by one recirculation. The proposal makes full use of the existing 
building, accelerator structures and beam area. To-day, I will not enter into the 
details of the proposal, which is fully described in two recent reports 9" 1 0. I will 
rather try to review the problems which we are faced with, and to give you a feeling 
of the prospects in photon and electron physics in the 2 GeV range. To this end, I 
have selected, as typical examples, a few experiments which have already been done, 
or which are still in progress, but which are at the limit of the capability of the 
present Saclay Linac (ALS). 

II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSE AMD THE TWO MUCLEOH INTERACTIONS 

Let me begin with the simplest nuclear system : the two nucléon system. Their 
interaction (Fig. 1) is very well described u at large distances by the pion ex
change potential, and at intermediate distances by the exchange of two correlated 
pions with a total isospin T » 0 (which are often parametrized in the OBE poten
tial 1 2 by the a meson). Between the exchange of these two pions, one of the 
nucléons, or both, can be transformed into a A. Below the pion production threshold 
virtual a's enter the description of the Nucl eon-Nud eon interaction, but above they 
can be created freely during a collision between two nucléons : the problems of the 
Nucleon-Nucleon interaction and of the Nucleon-Del ta interaction should be solved at 
the same time in a coupled channel formalism. This is the first place where the 
internal degrees of freedom of hadrons enter Nuclear Physics. 

At small distances the exchange of vector mesons (p,w) plays a role, but it is 
also here that the quark structure of the nucléon 1s expected to enter into the game. 
This is the second place where the Internal structure of hadrons plays a role, but 
the relative importance of these two mechanisms, the double counting problem and the 
relevance of the description of the nucleus in terms of quarks are still open ques
tions 1 3 . 

Coincidence experiments performed with the electromagnetic probe are precisely 
the most straightforward way to answer these questions. 

0n$ the one hand, a (real or virtual) photon interacts weakly and is not absorbed 
at the nuclear surface, like hadronlc probes as the pion for instance. It sees the 
entire nuclear volume, and can create an unstable particle, like the A, in the yery 
center of the nucleus, making possible the study of its Interaction 1,; tie final 
"ate. 
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Figure 1. The nucleon-nucleon potential and the dominant driving terms. 
They must be iterated to obtain the full T-matrix. At long distance the 
pion exchange mechanism dominates. At intermediate distance a A can be 
created between the exchange of two pions. At short distance heavy mesons 
can oe exchanged, but also the subnuclear degrees of freedom are expected to 
play a role : the Quark Interchange Mechanism is one possible example. When 
electromagnetic probe interacts with the nucléon current in nuclei, gauge 
invariance requires also its interaction with each charged particle which is 
exchanged in the driving terms. 

On the other hand, its coupling to a nuclear system is well under control, since 
it must satisfy the Gauge Invariance Principle and since it is weak enough to be 
treated as a small perturbation. For instance, the electromagnetic probe has allowed 
us to disentangle the long range part of the Mucleon-Nucleon interaction, which is 
mediated by the exchange of a charged pion, and the Intermediate part, which 1s me
diated by the exchange of two correlated pions of which the total charge 1s vanish
ing n-12. This sensitivity of a (real or virtual) photon to the local variation:, of 
the charge and the magnetization densities should be systematically exploited nowday 
to study the short range part of the Mucl eon-Mud eon Interaction inside the nucleus. 

At short distances the problem 1s to disentangle the mechanisms which have to do 
with the Internal structure of the nucléon (quark Interchange for Instance) and 
thecontribution due to meson exchange, which dominates at large distances but still 
contributes here. The best way to do it 1s to take advantage of the third property of 
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virtual photons : the possibility of varying 

independently their energy u, their squared 

mass q 2 and their degree of longitudinal 

polarization t. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the 

basic feature of the absorption of a photon 

by a nucleus appear clearly. The spectrum of 

the electrons inelastically scattered at 8* 

on 3Ke is plotted in the upper part. The 

experimental data have been obtained at 

SLAC 1'*. In spite of the high energy 

E. » 3.26 GeV, of the incoming electron 

beam, the momentum transfer is small (the 

squared mass of the virtual photon varies 

little around q 2 » -.2 (GeV/c)2}. The energy 

transfer is high enough to make it possible 

to excite the A resonance, which is respon

sible for most of the pions which are 

electrcproduced on a quasi-free nucléon (the 

pions created through the non resonant part 

of the eiectroproduction operator 1 5 have 

also been taken into account). The range of 

momentum and energy transfer is really that 

which is already allowed by the present 

generation of high intensity electron 

machines : as an example the transverse and 

longitudinal response functions recently 

determined at Saclay l 6 for q 2 » -.2 (GeV/c) 2 

are also shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately the 

maximum energy, 720 MeV, of the Saclay Linac 

is not high enough to allow their determina

tion under the a peak. Obviously the energy 

of the incoming electron beam should be si

gnificantly increased. 

Besides pion eiectroproduction on quasi -

free nucléons, the incoming electron may 

also scatter c-lastically on a quasi-free nucléon. The top of the peak, vMch appears 

for scall value of the energy u of the virtual photon corresponds to the scattering 

of the electron on a nucléon at rest in the nucleus. Its width is due to the nucléon 

Femi motion. The use of a good three-body wave function (the solution i 7 of the 

Fadeev equations in nomentum space for the Reid potential 1 8 ) makes it possible to 

200 500 
CJ (KeVl 

Fig. 2. The contribution to the 
spectrum l w of the e lect ron 
inelastically scattered on 3He of the 
two-body (dot-dash), the three-body 
(dot) t>reak-up channels, and of the 
pion eiectroproduction channel 
(dashed) are shown separately in a) . 
The transverse and longitudinal 
response functions u are shown in b) 
and c) , when q 2 » -.2(GeV/c) 2 . The 
dot- dashed curves correspond to the 
usual plane-wave treatment. The full 
line curves include the final state 
interactions and meson exchange 
c u r r e n t s . l 9 
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compute separately the contributions of the two-body and the three-body channels. 
They add up to give a fair agreement with the experimental data. While the shape of 
the quasi-elastic peak is directly related to the behaviour of the nucléon wave func
tion, the shape of the quasi-free pion production peak, which appears in the high 
enerqy part of the spectrum in Fig. 2, i s due to the internal degrees of freedom of 
the nucléons : one nucléon is changed into i t s f irst excited state, the A, and the 
others nucléons are spectators. 

Between the quasi-elastic scattering and the quasi-free pion electroproduction 
peaks, the excess of tne cross section i s well accounted for by the tail of three-
body break-up channel, which is mainly due to the meson exchange mechanism : the pion 
(or the p) which is created at one nuclscn is reabsorbed by an other, breaking up the 
residual nuclear system. Tris mechanism involves the short range correlation func
tion between two nucléons, which i s automatically contained in the three body rea
l i s t i c wave function 1 7 which I use. A full account of this calculation is given in 
ref » . 

It is worthwhile to point out that the transverse and longitudinal response func
tions exhibit a different behaviour. The pion production mechanisms and the exchange 
currents dominate the transverse response function, but they do not affect the lon
gitudinal response function. Therefore the best way to go beyond the study of the A 
and pion degrees of freedom in nuclei is to accurately determine the longitudinal 
response function far from the quasi elastic peak. Its tails are very sensitive to 
the high momentum components of the nuclear wave function and therefore to the mecha
nisms which occur at short distance. 

These spectra are good examples of the interplay between the many body aspects 
(here the three-nucleon problem) and the internal degrees of freedom of the nucléon 
(the creation and the propagation of real or virtual pions, the excitation cf the A, 
e t c . . ) But they are integrated quantities which tell us only how the photon is ab
sorbed by the nucleus. To go further we must perform more exclusive experiments, in 
order to single out each channel (pion photoproductien, photodisintegration, e t c . . ) 
and study the various aspects of the nuclear dynamics. 

I have chosen an example in each part of these response functions. The first one 
concerns the pion photoproduction at the top of the A peak and has to do with the NA 
Interaction. The second concerns the creation of virtual pions near the threshold and 
has to do with the exchange currents. The third one concern the study of the short 
range correlations by mean of the (e.e'M) and (e.e'NN) reactions. 

III. THE NA INTERACTION 

Let me start with the D(Y,pn")p reaction, which I have extanslvely discussed 
elsewhere7. To-day I would like only to recall that in this experiment the kinematics 
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Fig. 3. The relevant diagrams in the analysis of the D(y,pit~)p reaction. 
I : The quasi-free process where the elementary yn+pit" reaction amplitude 
has been split into the non resonant Sont terms and the ^-resonance 
production amplitude. II : The dominant final state interaction diagrams 
which involve the rescattering of the A constituents. Ill : The diagrams 
which involve the part of the MA interaction which does not reduce to the 
rescattering of one of the A constituents. IV : A possible example of such 
a part of the MA Interaction. 

is completely determined, and that each dominant term in the multiple scattering 
series (Fig. 3) has been singled out by looking for its singularities. This multiple 
scattering series converges quickly and 1s well under control, since the particles 
propagate near their mass shell, and there are no free parameters. The calculation 
relies heavily upon the free nucléon cross sections and the deuteron wave function, 
which are independently determined by other experiments. It reproduces a wide bulk of 
experimental data which have been obtained at Saclay, but a significant deviation 
remains near the MA threshold (when the mass of the «NN system is Xj » 2170 MeV). It 
appears clearly in Fig. 4, where I show the Saclay data which have just been reana-
lysed 2 0. It might be due to the part of the NA Interaction (fig. 3) which does not 
reduce to a sequential two-body scattering of the constituents of the A, and which 
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Fig. 4. The relative excess, with respect to the predictions of the quasi 
free mechanism, of the cross section of the reaction d(y,pn")p as measured 
at Saclay 2 0 . The pion and one of the two protons were detected in coin
cidence, in such a way that the mass Q and the momentum of the undetected 
proton are kept constant. The abcissa 1s the angle 9? of the undetected 
proton. The full line curves include all the leading pion and nucléon res-
catterlng graphs. The dashed line curves show the effects of the part of 
the NÛ interaction which does not reduce to the multiple scattering of the 
û constituents (see refs. 7 " 8 for a detailed discussion). 

looks like the nucleon-nucleon interaction (and is due to the exchange of virtual 

mesons). A coupled treatment of the NM and NA channels, in the K-matrix appro

ximation,leads to a good account for the structure which exists near the Na 

threshold, as well as the resonant behaviour of the nucleon-nucleon lQ. phase 

shift 7 * 2 1 . I t is worthwhile to point out that this part of the Ht interaction 

interferes with the multiple scattering background : the effect is larger in f ig . 4b 



Fig. 5 The phase shift 02 of the MA 
S-wave is plotted against the cm. 
squared total energy s. Each symbol 
corresponds to a given kinematical 
setting in Fig. 4. The two curves 
correspond to two K-matrix f its of 
the iD2(NN) phase shift. 2 3 . 

than in Fig. 4a. 
It is also possible to define and to extract 
the NA phase shift near threshold 2 2 . Assuming 
that only the 5 S 2 (MA) and ^(NN) waves are 
coupled, I define the S-matrix as follows : 

i 6 i 
i) e 

YT^ n' e 
K ô ^ ) 

1(6,+6,)" 

i ô 2 

Ti e 

where 6^ and TI are the known experimental NN 
phase shift and inelasticalicity, and 6-the AN 
phase shift which is to be determined. The 
width of the A is treated as explained in 
refs 7 » 2 1 , in such a way that the represen
tation is unitary. This S-matrix parametriz-
ation is used in diagrams III of fig. 3, and 
the values of ô 2 are extracted from the data. 
The results are summarized in Fig. 5, where 
each symbol corresponds to each different 
kinematics selected in Fig. 4. The overlap 
between each set of phase shifts is good, and 
makes i t possible to choose between K-matrix 
solutions 2 3 which f i t equally well the NN 
phase shifts, but which predict different MA 

phase shift. The determination of the MA amplitude 1s therefore a very strong cons
traint in the analysis of the coupled NN*NA systems, and a crucial observable in the 
search of dibaryonic resonances and the study of their nature. However, I would like 
to emphasize the two following points. On the one hand, only the lowest NA partial 
wave has been considered : the effects of higher partial waves (P-waves) is unuer 
study and may affects the behaviour of 6 2 at high energy. On the other hand the large 
error bars are due to the fact that this experiment i s at the limit of the capability 
of the present Saclay machine. This experiment is difficult to perform with a 1 5 
duty factor beam. A CW machine will allow Its systematic study and will make i t 
possible to perform a full partial wave analysis of the NA final state. It will also 
allow Its extension to the (e.e'A) experiment. 
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I V . MESON EXCHANGE CURRENTS 

10"" = 

- q 2 (GtV/ci 2 

1 1.2 

Let me now discuss the role of virtual mesons in nuclei on a typical example : 
the deuteron electro-desintegration near the threshold, when the electron is scat
tered at 9g, = 155*. The exchange currents dominate tiie cross section, since the 
normal nucléon current contribution is strongly reduced by the destructive interfe
rence, near q 2 ~ -.5 (GeV/c) 2, between the amplitudes which involve respectively the 
S and D parts of the deuteron wave function. The experiment has been performed at 
Saclay 2 5 up to q 2 ~ - l.(GeV/c) 2. In Fig. 6 the results are compared to the predic
tions of the most complete calculations {refs. 2 5 ~ 2 6 ) . I t is remarkable that such a 
model works so well for such high momentum transfers, since we are probing the short-
range behaviour of the two-nucleon system. 

This situation can be understood, i f we remember the basic mechanisms of the 
nucleon-nuclecn interaction (Fig. 1). On the one hand, its intermediate range part is 
due to the exchange of two pions of which the total charge is vanishing : i t is not 
sesn by the electromagnetic f ie ld . On the other hand the short range repulsion be
tween the two nucléons keeps them apart and leaves room for meson exchange current, 

even at high momentum transfer. Those are 
primarily the reasons why the tai l of the 
one pion exchange graph, which dominates 
the long range part of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction, is s t i l l seen at 
high momentum transfer. 

This one pi en exchange amplitude is 
strongly constrained by two fundamental 
principles : the gauge invariance and the 
partially conserved axial current hypo
thesis. 

I f one start with nuclear wave func
tions which are generated by OBE poten
t i a l , gauge invariance tel ls us exactly 
what kind of exchange current we must 
use. The PCAC hypothesis leads to lew 
energy theorems, which fix tne type and 
the magnitude of the pion-nucleon cou
pling. 

Although their validity is quite 
general, these two principles have been 
used so far 1n a non relativlstic frame
work. Therefore we understand why the 
D(e,e')pn reaction cross section ( f ig . 6) 

> 
•A 

t 

i 

Fig. 6. The deuteron e lectrodis ln-
tegration cross section at e. i « 155*, 
averaged over the f i rst 3 ReV above 
threshold. The high momentum data have 
been obtained at Saclay 2 < t . The full Hne 
(broken Une) curve takes (does not take) 
into account the meson exchange con
tribution. They have been computed in 
refs. 2 5 ' " with the Paris potential u . 
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is so well reproduced at low momentum transfer (large distance). But we do not 
understand why the agreement is still so good at momentum as high as 1 (GeV/c) 2. In 
fact relativistic effects are expected to be important here : for instance the choice 
of Gçfq 2) réf. 2 6 instead of Fj(q 2) ref. 2 5 for the electromagnetic form factor which 
is used for the meson exchange currents leads to a strong disagreement with the data 
at 1 (GeV/c) 2. Moreover, one must correct here the simple picture of exchange 
currents, which I have just given, by using two additional refinements. Since the 
exchanged pion is very far from its mass shell, one must use a form factor at each 
pion baryon vertex, and consider also the p-meson exchange mechanism. But, neither 
these form factors nor the coupling constants of the p-meson with the baryons are 
known precisely, and they must be determined in a phenomenological way 3 by fitting 
the largest body of data. It is very likely that those corrections, which help to go 
beyond the simple picture of point-like mesons and nucléons Inside nuclei, hide more 
fundamental mechanisms which involve the subnuclear structure of those conventional 
constituents. 

AND/ 
/OR 
? 

Fig. 7. The two extreme pictures of the interaction of a photon with the 
two-nucleon system 

For Instance the use of a *NH form factor is a way to go beyond the description 
of a nucleus in term of point-like structure nucléons, and to take into account- their 
f inite size ( f ig . 7a). The cut-off mass of A « 1.2 GeV, which 1s needed to reproduce 
the data, corresponds to a core radius of the nucléon of approximately .5 fm, yery 
close to the " l i t t le bag" radius 2 7 . I f this were the reality, the problem of quarks 
in nuclei would reduce to the understanding of the various nucléon form factors 2 8 . 
But i f the bag'radius 1s of the order of l.fm, as 1n other current models 2 9 , the 
cut-off mass is only A^ ~ 600 MeV, and the pion exchange mechanisms are strongly 
suppressed : room 1s le f t , even at low momentum transfer for more complex mechanisms 
where the quarks of two distinct nucléons are mixed together 3 0 * 3 i , and whlcn give 
rise to six-quark dusters 1n the ground state wave function ( f ig . 7b). 

An -*her criticism to this standard model has to do with the p-exchange mecha-
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nism 3 2 , which occurs at very short distance and might simulate more subtle mecha
nisms which involve the quark degrees cf freedom of the nucléons. 

To-day i t is diff icult to te l l what is the more relevant description of the nu
cleus at short distance. Is i t s t i l l possible to describe i t in terms of nucléons, 
mesons and A'S of which the interaction is given by effective Lagrangians ? Should we 
consider also explicitely the quark degrees of freedom of these hadrons ? Are these 
two descriptions complementary or orthogonal ? What is their range of validity ? 
Those are open questions which must now be answered. Two ways are possible. 

On the one hand, we f i rs t must look for experiment which cannot be reproduced by 
varying the free parameters of the standard picture of nuclei in terms of meson and 
nucléons. Few examples exist and have been discussed in refs. 3»Ui i9 . 

On the other hand, we must also go beyond the standard picture and study the high 
momentum behaviour of the transition which are not dominated by the pion and A de
grees of freedom, but by the short range correlations. 

V. TOO- AND THREE-30DY CORRELATIONS IN NUCLEI 

A promising way is to determine the transverse and the longitudinal cross sec
tions of the coincidence reactions of the type (e,e'p) or (e.e'NN) : this is my third 
example. 

Let me f i rst consider the 3He(e,e'p)np reaction of which a typical set of cross 
sections is plotted in Fig. 8. Contrary to a single arm experiment, a two-arm experi
ment allows for the measurement of four response functions : besides the transverse 
and the longitudinal one, i t is necessary to consider also the transverse-transverse 
and the transverse-longitudinal Interference response functions. The top of the peak, 
which appears around 30 MeV in these missing mass spectra, corresponds to the elec-
trodisintegration of a correlated neutron-proton pair at rest In 3He. Its width 1s 
due to the Fermi motion of this pair. In this calculation a good three body wave 
function 1 7 is used and all the possible final state interactions are taken Into 
account 1 9 . But the most important point, for my purpose to-day, is that the exchange 
currents do not affect at al l the longitudinal response function, but dominate the 
transverse one and affect l i t t l e the transverse-longitudinal interference term. The 
separation of these four response functions, 1n a two arm experiment, allows to study 
the structure of the continuum, to disentangle the dominant mechanisms and to study 
the two-body correlation functions. But non coplanar experiments are required, since 
i t 1s necessary not only to vary the electron scattering angle 9 (and therefore the 
virtual photon polarization e) , but also the angle $ between the electron scattering 
plane and the hadron production plane. Those are very diff icult experiments which 
require very large solid angle detectors. 

However, the Interference response functions vanish when the proton is emitted in 
the direction of the virtual photon (forward or backward). I t 1s the-efore possible, 
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in this particular case, to determine the longitudinal and the transverse response 
functions without performing a non coplanar experiment, but only a simple Rosenbluth 
plot. This possibility is already used at Bates 3 3 and Saclay 3"\ But the maximum 
energy of the present generation of electron Linacs (about 700 MeV) does not allow 

3He(e fe'p)np! 
E.=560MeV. us200MeV. Q,.=25a 

f>1.0X3 10"5 MeV1, 8 9 tsU.8° 

Transverse 

Longitudinal 

50 E^W-ZmlMeV) 100 

da • S f \ » 
d^dE'dfydp dfipdp 

+ Final state int. 

e-f * eaL •ecos2*CYr -cos* f-g2e(c>1)_ 

Fig. 8. The response function-. 1n the 3He(e,e'p)np reaction are ploted 
against the missing mass of the two undetected nucléons. They are defined in 
the lower part of the figure. The transverse-transverse part of the cross 
section is very small and has not been drawn. The longitudinal part 1s free 
of meson exchange currents, whlcn dominate the transverse cross section 
(hatched area) and represent half of the total cross section. 

to probe the very high momentum components of the nuclear wave function : when the 
proton 1s emitted in the forward direction, the neutron of the active neutron-proton 
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pair recoils with the smallest momentum which is allowed b/ the kinematics- Although 
experiments of this kind have already been undertaken with the present generation of 
accelerators, their systematic devlopment calls for a significant increase of their 
energy and their duty factor. 

This new generation of accelerators will make it possible to undertake and 
systematically study three arm coincidence experiments, which will allow for a full 
separation between transverse and longitudinal cross sections and for a complete 
definition of the kinematics. Let me discuss now, as an example, the (e.e'pp) 
reaction. 

The transverse part of its cross section (and also the cross section of the 
(y,pp) reaction) is strongly suppressed. The coupling of a transverse photon to a 
pair of protons, which has no dipole moments, is very weak : the photon must be ab
sorbed by higher multipoles. Moreover, charged mesons cannot be exchanged between two 
protons, and therefore the contribution of exchange currents is vanishing. 

However, the ratio of the (r,pp) reaction cross section and of the (y,pr\) reac
tion cross section has been recently measured at 8onn 3 5 and Tokyo 3 6, and 1s of the 
order of 10 •. This value is significantly larger than the value which is computed 
when the photon interacts with pp or pn pairs. 

-* • • # — ^ r 
A-r A-3 

F1g. 9. The two relevant diagrams in the analysis of the (e.e'pp) reaction. 
The diagram at the left does not contribute to the transverse parts, but 
only to the longitudinal cross sections (at lowest orders). 

Although In heavy nuclei charge exchange nucléon rescattering may lead to such a 
figure, 1n light nuclei, and more particularly 1n the few body systems, a vsry likely 
mechanism is the absorption of the photon by the three nucléons (F1g. 9). The pion 
which is created on one nucléon 1s reabsorbed by a correlated nucléon pair, and two 
fast nucléons are emitted almost back to back. Although no calculation of the corres
ponding cross section has already been done, let me discuss the main aspects of this 
new mechanism. 

Above the pion production threshold, the photoproduced pion can propagate en Its 
mass shell, and the effect of this diagram can be considerably enhanced by judicious-
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ly choosing the kinematic in order to maximise the influence of the corresponding 
triangular singularity 7 . This diagram is to be related to the pion true absorption 
mechanism, which contributes to the imaginary part of the optical potential describ
ing the motion of the pion in the nucleus after its creation on one of the nucléons. 
I t is known 3 , 3 7 that this mechanism decreases the pion photoproduction total cross 
section in a nucleus by roughly 10 ", I t is therefore reasonable to consider this 
three nucléon mechanism as the explanation of the large number of detected pp pairs. 

Below the pion production threshold, both pions are off their mass shell and are 
victual. This two pion exchange diagram 1s therefore a typical example of a three 
body exchange mechanism. Because of gauge invariance its study will lead to strong 
constraints on the three body forces in a nucleus, in the same way as the study of 
the two body exchange currents has already constrained the one boson part of the two 
nucléon potential. 

The mechanisms which is responsible for the longitudinal part of the (e.e'pp) 
reaction cross section is quite different since the virtual photon couples directly 
to the charge of both protons. Since the two body exchange currents do not contribute 
here, the study of the longitudinal part of the (e.e'pp) reaction cross section is 
the best way to determine the two nucléon correlation function in a nucleus. 

Of course a ful l calculation of these two mechanisms is needed to determine the 
best kinematics and to evaluate the corrections (more specifically the final state 
interaction effects). But I really think that three arm coincidence experiments are 
the most promising future of the study of nuclear matter with the electromagnetic 
probe. 

VI PROSPECTS 

All these experiments, which I have just discussed, are at the limit of the capa
b i l i ty of the present generation of high intensity electron accelerators. Their deve
lopment requires a significant Increase of the energy and the duty-factor. To what 
extent ? 

A duty factor close to unity Is an obvious condition to perform easily those 
coincidence experiments, which are the more promissing way to single out the mecha
nisms which occur at short distances in nuclei. 

The choice of the energy 1s explained 1n Fig. 10, where I have summarized, on an 
energy-momentum (W,q2) diagram, the different domains which I have just discussed. 
The abdssa 1s the energy available 1n the center of mass of two particles emitted 
from a nucleus, and I have shown some characteristic thresholds : pion-émission, 
A-resonance creation, and the K and p meson thresholds. The squared mass of the vir
tual photon is plotted on ordinate. The k1nemat1cî1 domain already studied at the 
Saclay Unac 1s located in the corner at the upper le f t . The real photon beam has 
made possible the study of reactions along the axis of abcissa up to W-2m - 500 MeV. 
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Fig.10. The limits of the kinematical domain where the separation, between 
the transverse { f f t r a n s . ) and the longitudinal ( o 1 o n „ ) parts of the 
Inelastic electron scattering cross section, is allowed for two choices of 
the maximum energy of the machine (see text). 

Elastic and Inelastic electron scatterings have made it possible to study the domain 
which lies very close to the axis of ordinates up to jq2j ~ 1. (GeV/v) 2. It has also 
been possible to disentangle the longitudinal and the t-ansverse response functions 
1n the range 0 < |q2J <..% (GeV/c) 2 and 0 < W-Zm < 200 MeV. 

The two other parts 1n this diagram are those where the quark structure of ha-
dronic systems shows up. In the lower right corner (W-2m > 1 GeV and 
jq2J > 1 (GeV/c)2), the deep Inelastic electron scattering on hydrogen and 
-leuterium 3 8 has led to the first evidence of the Asymptotic Freedom of quarks (or 
partons) inside hadrons at short distances. In the lower left corner 
(0 < W-2m < .2 GeV and |q2J > 1 (GeV/c)2), the measurement of the form factors and 
the electrodlslntegration cross sections, near the threshold of the few-body systems, 
have made 1t possible to begin the study of the pre-asymptotic regime where the size 
of the nucléon still plays a role, but where their Internal structure must also be 
taken into account 3 2. However these measurements, which have only been performed at 
one angle (ae, » 8'), have not made it possible to determine the longitudinal and 
the transverse part of the corresponding cross sections. 

To achieving this goal 1t 1s necessary to measure the cross section at two angles 
of the scattered electron, 1n such a way that the variation of the polarization e of 
the virtual photon is large enough to determine accurately the slope of the 
Rose.ibluth plot. For given values of W and q 2, 1t Is the measurement at forward angle 
which requires the highest energy. 

I have plotted in Fig. 10 the limits where this separation is possible for two 
choices of the maximum energy of the machine : lm * 850 MeV, which will be the energy 
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of the final stage of the Mainz Microtron (this energy is comparable to the energy of 

the present Saclay Linac), and 1.7 GeV, which is the energy of the first stage of the 

Saclay proposal. Those are the curves which correspond to a scattering angle of 

9 » 40*. They represent an ideal limit, and for many technical reasons (see, for 

instance, ref. 6) this separation has only been carried out at Saclay (ALS, 

E_ * 720 MeV) in the shaded area located at the upper left corner of Fig. 10. 

The new Saclay machine (M.S II, E_ = 1.7 GeV) will make it possible to consider

ably extend this domain to the area limited by the broken lines. It will be possible 

to study here the nuclear transitions at distances a small as .2fm (well below the 

confinement distance in free nucléons) over the energy range where the A is created. 

Moreover, the high value of the maximal energy 1s well above the threshold of 

strange .and vector meson production (K, p and u). The study of their creation and 

propagation in nuclei is an important complement to the study of the NM and NA inter

actions, which I have discussed before. 

On the one hand, (Y,IC +) and (e,e'<+) reactions allow to create strange hadrons 

(A or z) and study their subsequent interaction in nuclei in the best conditions, 

since the incoming (y) and outgoing (< +) particles interact weakly. The study of the 

bound states of hypernuclei, and their form factors, is a way to reach the effective 

A-potential in a nucleus. The study of A-N or E-M rescattering is a way to determine 

their scattering matrix elements in the same way as the NA matrix elements. Those are 

Important quantities for understanding the short range behaviour of the two baryon 

systems : contrary to KN or NA systems, one of the quarks (the strange one) is spec

tator during the AM or £N interaction. 

On the other hand, the study of the creation and the propagation of vector mesons 

(p or w) is also a way to reach the short range part of baryonic systems, which is 

due to their exchange in the framework of QBE models. In a more general way, the 

study of the.propagation of two pions, or of the IÏA system, in nuclei could also put 

contraints on the intermediate range part of the two baryon systems. 

Those are some of the new fields which are opened by the increase of the avail

able energy. I have no time, to day, to discuss them in more details, and I do not 

want to make an exhaustive list, since I hope that new idea will appear in the fu

ture. I have not at all delt with the study of the free nucléon : this subject has 

been extensively covered by other speakers during the conference. Obviously this will 

be a sizeable part of the program of the next Saclay machine. On the one hand, the 

elementary operators must be accurately determined 1n that energy ranger. On the 

other hand, our knowledge of the internal structure of the nucléon will benefit from 

a systematic study of scalar, vector and strange meson electroproduction reactions on 

free nucléon. 

In this talk, 1 have tried to define a research program which lies at the boun

daries of two traditional fields : Nuclear Physics and Particle Physics. They have a 

common origin, the early studies of nuclei, but they have evolved indépendante for a 

while. To-day the expertises, which have been gained 1n each of these two fields, 
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must be extensively used to study one of the most fascinating problem : the short 

range behaviour of nuclear matter, where hadrons interact far from the i r e q u i l i 

brium. 
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